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Introduction
Pippa Hutchinson - South Anglia Team Manager

Welcome to the first edition of the South Anglia team’s customer newsletter, I do hope you enjoy
the updates on what’s going on within Agrii and that the insights into the technical information
are useful and whet your appetite for more! 

What with Covid-19 and the weather, 2020 was an incredibly challenging year and the start of
2021 is not proving much better. We have missed seeing you at our usual summer events and
grower meetings, but we have learnt a lot about how to share our trials and R&D with you in a
more virtual format. I hope you have enjoyed the online content we have been able to share. 

We have a range of meetings planned for this year, both virtual and, Covid permitting, in the
field at Stow Longa, Langley and Throws farm. The first of these are two webinars on the 
4th and 16th of February – more information later in this newsletter. 

The trials have all been established, although the autumn was 
challenging, it thankfully wasn’t quite as bad as 2019, and we 
look forward to keeping you updated on their progress.
Thank you all for your ongoing support, I look forward to 
catching up with you in person in the summer.

Pippa Hutchinson,
South Anglia Team Manager

Friday 5th February 2021



Variety Sustainability Ratings
IN 2020 WE INTRODUCED VARIETY SUSTAINABILITY
RATINGS (VSRs) INTO THE AGRII ADVISORY LIST
As well as helping individual growers in their variety selection, these sustainability scores form
part of a concerted effort to improve the sustainability of UK cereal growing as a whole.

WINTER WHEAT
VSRs are calculated from varieties’ separate

scores for 13 key characters – resistance to the

three main foliar diseases; lodging (both

treated and untreated) and orange blossom

midge; yield resilience and consistency;

grassweed competitiveness; specific weight;

and, latest optimum sowing date.

These characteristics are weighted according

to their importance in offering performance

reliability, management flexibility and the

potential for reducing pesticide use and

overall cost/tonne. 

THESE SCORES ARE ADDED TOGETHER,
GIVING A MAXIMUM SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE OF 42.

WINTER BARLEY
In the same way, sustainability scores for

the 23 winter barleys on the 2020 Advisory

List are derived from their separate scores

for nine key characteristics. 

BYDV tolerance is included here alongside

resistance to the four main diseases;

lodging risk; disease resilience; grassweed

competitiveness; and, specific weight.

OUT OF A MAXIMUM OF 32, THE BARLEY
SUSTAINABILITY SCORES RANGE FROM A
HIGH OF 25 TO A LOW OF 9 WITH AN
AVERAGE OF 16.

The sustainability ratings that we have
introduced to the Advisory List,
provide an unbiased way of
comparing the overall robustness and
resilience of the available genetics to
help growers and their agronomists
narrow down their initial winter wheat
and barley choices from the plethora
of main varieties on offer today.



Liqui-Safe
Peter Cartright, the farm manager at Revesby Estate in
Lincolnshire and Tom Land, Agrii's fertiliser Manager 
in the East talk about the trial work undertaken this 
year with Liqui-Safe at Revesby.

P-Reserve 
In this short video Tom Land and Tom Perrott explain
the workings and benefits of using P-Reserve. Click
on the play icon below to view the video.

Nutrition Publications
Some useful publications are shown below.
Click on the images to view a
downloadable copy.

Agrii- Start P-Release and
Agrii- Start PKS+ Pulses
Click on the images to view the downloadable
information sheets

https://vimeo.com/449198339/32e645f2d4
https://vimeo.com/444880827/9b45a2b32d
https://www.agrii.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Agrii-Yearbook-Spring-Eng-Wales-2021.pdf
https://www.agrii.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Explorer-Barley-Contract-202021-Flyer.pdf
https://www.agrii.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Maize-Brochure-2021.pdf
https://www.agrii.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Release-1-pager-23062020.pdf
https://www.agrii.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Agrii-Start-PKS-Pulses-20012021.pdf


Click HERE for a

guide on useful

links - everything

you need to know! 

Welcome to the RHIZA section of the South Anglia newsletter. 
Here we will update you with the latest technical information on how
RHIZA can be used within your business. On the 1st February 2021, we
launched our BASE package, which is free of charge for Agrii customers. 
The listed features of the new package are shown below. BASE is an
excellent entry point to precision agronomy with benefits including
identification of crop variation, integrated management with satellite
imagery, pest & disease forecasting and hyper-local weather data.

Sam Fordham (RHIZA Technical Manager)

" As I'm sure you're all aware, there is
going to be a reduction in basic payment
schemes (BPS) from 2021-2024, therefore
stewardship can really help bridge the gap
financially. Another reason, there is a lot of
grant available with stewardship, this can
cover things such as hedges, concreting
yards, fencing and more. And lastly, to
prepare for the future. You can prepare for
carbon footprinting on farms by utitlising
specific stewardship options, as well as
preparing for the environmental land
management schemes (ELMS) "

Why do a stewardship
application?

Stewardship
Schemes

Mobile scouting app
Our scouting app Contour Mobile enables quick
access to in-field observations and satellite
imagery, enabling targeted crop walking. Aid
communication and joint decision making, by
sharing findings with your agronomist. 

Satellite imagery
We source satellite imagery to access
the crop biomass, health and
performance. On higher packages, the
imagery can be used for creation of
management zones, and variable rate
applications.

Soil data
Soil information
such as type,
organic matter and
calcium level are
provided by
Cranfield and
James Hutton
Institute. Integrate
your farm's
historical soil data
onto the platform at
any time.Pest and disease forecasting

Our P&D models can be used to
better plan applications. They are
weather driven, providing
granularity and forecast at
individual farm level. 

Weather date
We source satellite
weather data
accurate up to 1km2
and provide you
with decision
making tools, such
as when to drill
based on soil
moisture, or surface
wind speed to plan
optimum spray
windows. 

Crop growth stage
We derive crop growth stage
estimations from radar weather
data and drilling dates. These are
tell us more about information
about the crop structure, like Leaf
Area Index (LAI) and Biomass.

Environmental
..with Beth Metson (Farm
Environment Consultant)

Source: DEFRA

https://www.agrii.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Beth-Metson-useful-links.pdf


✚ Colin Lloyd (Head of Agronomy) – A look at the Agrii Variety
Sustainability Ratings.
✚ Steve Corbett (iFarm & Tech Centre Manager) –Cover crop work at Stow
Longa and an insight into summer plans at Throws Farm Technology Centre.
✚ Skye Van Heyzen (Innovation Crops Product Manager) – Innovation crop
opportunities for harvest 2021 and beyond.

CLICK HERE

TO REGISTER!

Hello and Welcome!
Over the next few issues of the South Anglia Newsletter, I will be covering the Variety Section.  
This is quite an exciting opportunity, allowing us to keep you informed on the progress of some of
the variety trials.  Usually, you would only have access to these trials on our open day at Throws
Farm – let’s keep our fingers crossed these go ahead!  In the meantime, the updates will be in video
form, allowing for a virtual viewing.  These are going to be focused mainly on the varied fungicide
and PGR programmes on Winter Wheat and Winter Barley and disease susceptibility in untreated
variety plots.  Other updates will include BYDV insecticide control in Winter Barley and Winter
Bean variety selection.  
I hope you are all staying safe and well and look forward to meeting you when we can!

Louisa Kenney
Development Agronomist in South Anglia

Variety Trials Update
..with Louisa Kenney

Useful info, don't forget..
Part 2 of our Sustainable Innovation Webinars! 

After the success of our South Anglia Stow Longa results webinar on 30th November, we've
decided to host another! We couldn't fit all our topics into one webinar, so we've split them
into two... we've just hosted our part 1 on Thursday 4th February, please join us for part 2!

Speakers to include:

BASIS & NRoSO points available!

https://www.agrii.co.uk/sustainable-innovation-part-two/


For more

information on

the module

topics click HERE!

For further information on the topics contained within this article, please
contact your Agrii Agronomist or contact us using the details below:

NRoSO Workshops 2021

A total of 16 NRoSO points are on offer! City & Guilds are offering 8 and we are running
our own modules which are also worth 8. 

How much do they cost?
City & Guilds - £25 + VAT
Agrii modules - £25 + VAT

City & Guilds - click here.
Agrii modules - click here.

How many points in total are on offer?

Do I have to do both City & Guilds and the Agrii modules?

How long are they running till?

No. You can choose to do one or the other, or both.

Both City & Guilds and the Agrii modules are running until 30th June 2021

How can I sign up?

0845 607 3322

info@agrii.co.uk

Make an enquiry on our website - click here

Have you signed up? Answers to your FAQ below..

https://www.agrii.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/NRoSO-invite-1.pdf
https://www.eioperator.com/
https://www.agrii.co.uk/events/nroso-training-events
https://www.agrii.co.uk/contact-us/make-an-enquiry/

